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Thank you very much for purchasing
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SSHHOORRTT CCOORRDD IINNSSTTRRUUCCTTIIOONNSS

// SSPPEECCIIFFIICCAATTIIOONNSS // 제제품품규규격격

Note:

A. A short power-supply cord (or cord set) is to be provided to reduce the hazards resulting
from becoming entangled in or  tripping over a longer cord.

B. Longer cord set or extension cords are available and may be used if care is exercised in
their use.

C. If a long cord set or extension cord is used.
(1) the marked electrical rating of the cord set or extension cord should be at least as great

as the electrical rating of the appliance.
(2) if the appliance is of the grounded type, the extension cord should be a grounding-type

three-wire cord, and
(3) the longer cord should be arranged so that it will not drape over the counter top or

tabletop where it can be pulled on by children or tripped over accidentally.

/Power Consumption/소비전력
/Approx/약

(W)

Cook (취사시)

Warm (보온시)

Pressure White Rice (백미고압)

Non-Pressure White Rice (백미저압)

Turbo White Rice (백미쾌속)

Mixed Rice/Brown Rice (잡곡/현미)

Vegetable (야채밥)

Porridge (죽)

Width (폭)

Length (길이)

Height (높이)

Cooking Capacity/취사용량
/Cups/컵
(L)

Dimension/치수
cm(in)

/Power Supply/전원 AC 120V

1100W

135W

0.36~1.8L (2~10 cups)

0.36~1.44L (2~8 cups)

0.36~1.08L (2~6 cups)

0.36~1.44L (2~8 cups)

0.36~1.44L (2~8 cups)

0.18~0.36L (1~2 cups)

1.0 m

0.7kgf/cm2(9.95lb/in2)

6.7kg(14.71b)

30.4cm(11.9in)

40.3cm(15.9in)

30.4cm(11.9in)

/Power Code Length/전원 코드 길이 (m)

/Pressure/사용압력

/Weight/중량 (kg)

/
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CCAAUUTTIIOONN FFOORR SSAAFFEETTYY

This means that the action it describes may result in death or severe injury.

This means that the action it describes may result in injury or property damage.

▶ ·This sign is for reminding something may cause problems under the certain situation. 
·Please read and follow the instruction to avoid any harmful situation.

Please pay careful attention against 
water and chemicals.
▶It can cause of electric 

shock or fire.

Keep the cooker out of reach of
children.
▶It can cause burns, 

electric shock or 
injury.

Do not let the cooker contact any 
water by sprinkling water on the cooker.
▶It can cause electric shock or fire.
▶If it contact water, please 

separate power cord and 
contact dealer and service 
center.

Use a single socket with the rated
current above 15A.
▶Using several lines in one. 

Socket can cause overheating resulting in
fire.

▶Use the extension cord 
with the rated current 
above 15A.

Do not cover the automatic steam outlet
or pressure weight with your hand or
face.
▶It can cause burn.
▶Especially be careful to 

keep it out reach of 
children. 

▶The following must be observed to use the product safely and correctly to prevent accident and dangerous
situations.

▶‘Warning’and ‘Caution’are different as follows.

Do not use the cooker near hot things
such as stove, gas stove 
or direct ray of light.
▶It can cause an electric 

shock, fire, transformation 
or discoloration.

Do not plug or pull the power cord 
with wet hands.
▶ It can cause electric shock.

Do not use damaged power cord or
plug or loose socket.
▶It can cause electric shock, 

short circuit or fire.
▶If the plug were damaged, 

contact dealer and service 
center.
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Do not use pots that are not designed
for the cooker.
Do not use abnormal pot and do 
not use without inner pot.
▶It can cause electric 

shock or fire.

Clean any dust or alien substance off
the temperature sensor, 
heating plate and inner pot.
▶It can cause system 

problem or fire.

Do not alter, reassemble, disassemble
or repair.
▶It can cause fire, electric 

shock or injure.
▶ For repair, contact dealer 

or the service center.

Do not insert metal objects such as pin
and wire or any other alien substance in
the automatic steam exhaust 
outlet or any other slot.
▶It can cause electric shock or fire.
▶Especially be careful to keep 

it out of reach of children.

Do not insert cleaning pin to other parts
except to automatic steam outlet.
▶It can cause electric 

shock or fire.
▶Especially be careful 

to keep it out of reach 
of children.

Do not cover the automatic steam outlet
or pressure weight with a duster, a towel
or apron, etc.
▶It can cause transformation 

or breakdown.
▶It can cause explosion by 

pressure.

Use product at the flat place. Do not use
on the cushion. Please avoid using it on an
unstable location easy to be fallen down.
▶It can cause transformation or fire
▶It can cause burn or breakdown.
▶Be careful to install the power 

cord which do not disturb to pass.

Do not press the power cord between
furniture.
▶It can cause electric shock or fire.
▶Keep away to other furniture - Steam can

damage to furniture.

Do not turn the Lock/Unlock Handle to
“Unlock" in cooking.
▶The hot steam or any hot content 

within the cooker can cause burns.
▶After you are finished with 

cooking the rice, do not try 
to open the cooker by force until 
the steam is completed exhausted.

Do not open the top cover while in
heating and cooking.
▶It can cause burn.

Do not bend, tie or pull the power cord
by force.
▶It can cause electric shock or 

short circuit resulting in fire.

Remove an alien substance 
on plug with the clean cloth.
▶It can cause fire.

Do not press heavy things on the power
cord.
▶ It can cause electric 

shock or fire.
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Do not touch the metallic 
surface of the inner pot and 
heating plate after 
cooking or warming.
▶It can cause burn.

Do not use over the maximum capacity.
▶It can cause overflow or 

breakdown.

Do not pull up the cooker by holding
the inner pot handle.
▶It can cause problems and dangerous

situation. There is portable handle on bottom
right and left side of the cooker. Hold the
handle with both hands and move it carefully.

▶Use the portable handle. 

Be careful automatic steam exhausting.
▶When steam exhausting, 

don’t be surprised.
▶Please keep the cooker 

out of reach of children.

Please clean the body and other parts
after cooking.
▶It can cause the transformation 

or smell.

Please use the cooker for original
purpose.
▶It can cause the transformation or smell.

Always turn the Lock/Unlock Handle to
"Lock" until not in use.
▶It can cause the transformation 

by remaining pressure.

Please contact dealer or service center
when strange smell or smoke is occurred.
▶First pull out the power cord.

Don’t use the cooker near the magnetic
field. Do not drop the cooker or impact.
▶It can cause burn or breakdown.
▶It can cause the safety problem.

After you are finished with cooking the
rice, do not try to open the cooker by
force until the steam is completed
exhausted.

▶The hot steam or any hot 
content within the cooker 
can cause burns

Don’t use to be used for various
purpose for inner pot.
▶It can cause the 

transformation of inner pot.
▶It can cause to spill the 

inner coating.
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▶◀

◀

◀

▶

●When the cooker is not properly cleaned, it can cause smells. 
Clean the top cover frequently.

●If there any rice or alien substance on the oven packing or on the inner side of 
the inner pot, it can cause the steam to leak. Therefore the rice be under-cooked
and crumbly.

Do not try to close the top cover by force. It can cause problems.

Wipe the top cover
with a wet cloth that
has been squeezed

out of all the water

Wipe the main unit with
a wet cloth that has

been squeezed out of
all the water

If there is any alien
substance on the

temperature sensor
carefully wipe it out

without damaging the
metal plate

◀ When opening/closing the 
top cover

1. Locate the handles of the inner 
pot on the slot of the main unit.
(Refer to the following figure.)

2. Open and close the top cover 
with the handle located on 
“Unlock”.

▶ When cooking/warming the rice.
(cook and warm the rice with 
the handle located on “Lock”.)

※ When steam is full inside the pan,
the handle will not turn At this time
twist the pressure weight and let
the steam out.

How to disassemble
the pressure weight

If the valve hole of the pressure weight part is clogged, punch it with the cleaning pin.

Turn the pressure weight counter-clockwise( ) while pulling it up, and pull it out.
Punch the clogged valve hole  the cleaning pin and reassemble it by turning it
clockwise. When the pressure weight is properly assembled, it can freely be turned.

Cleaning Pin

Valve

※ Attached on the bottom
of the unit.

Pressure
Weight

※ If you use the weight as it is blocked, the hot steam or any hot content within the cooker can 
cause buys.

Check if there is any rice or
alien substance on the oven
packing.

Wipe the inner upper and 
outer of the inner pot of any
alien substance.
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ACCESSORIES

Lock/Unlock Handle
(Set the handle to lock

when cooking or 
warming the rice)

Top Cover Assy

Inner pot(Oven)

Pot Handle
Set the pot handle on

the slot of the main unit.

Top Heater Plate

Oven Packing

Power Plug

Rice Scoop HolderRelease Button

Control Panel

Upper Case

Temperature Sensor

Heating Plate

Automatic Steam Exhaust Outlet
(Solenoid valve)

Portable Handle

Pressure Weight
Always keep it horizontal.

Manual

Menu Book

Rice Measuring Cup

Rice Scoop

Scoop

Panel seal

※Refer to panel seal
when using

REFERANCE FOR A ENGLISH USER

Steam Plate

Cleaning Pin

※Attached on the
bottom of the unit.
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Keep Warm/Reheat Button
Use for Warming or reheating the
cooked rice right before eating.
(Refer to page 32, 33)
If this button is pressed while in warm
condition, it will reheat the cooked rice.

Ready to Operate
The red light will be
on when it’s ready
to operate.

Turbo Lamp
The red light will be
on when it’s ready
to operate turbo
function.

Pressure Cook/Turbo 
Button
Use it for cooking the rice.
(Refer to page 30, 31)

Timer Button
Use it by presetting
the time when you
desire specific time
to eat

Cancel Button
Use it for
canceling the
selected function

Menu Button
Use it for selecting,
the white, mixed or
brown etc.

1. Connect the
power plug.

2. Press the       ,
Button more than
one second

How to set time

How to set the automatic voice guide function ON and OFF

Unit contains lithium battery. Don't short circuit, place in fire or near heat
source, disassemble, or recharge

After press the            button for 2 seconds, the automatic voice
guide function would be ON or OFF.

3. Set the current time using
the        ,        button. 
Press the button longer
than 1 second.

Display
when cooking：First the(           )goes around, and 

the remaining cooking time will be 
displayed in minutes.

When warming：The warming time will be displayd 
in hours.

When presetting：The finishing time for the preset 
cooking will be displayed.

Hour/Minute
Button
Use it for setting the
current time and
presetting time.

4. Press the             button
to finish.

-  ON  - -  OFF  -
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1 Wash the rice thoroughly

Measure the amount of rice you 
want to cook using the measuring 
cup and wash it thoroughly.

※ 1 cup applies to 1 person.

▶Correct method for using the measuring cup.

Wash the rice until the water
becomes clear. This makes the rice
taste better.

2 Measure the water accurately.

●Keep the rice where it is cool and shady.
●If the rice is kept dry it will not be good, and even

cause the cooked rice to smell.

※ Place to avoid
Hot places where boiler pipe passes by / Places under direct
sunlight / Humid places.

※ It is recommended that you buy rice in small packages because
the quality can be degraded when stored for a long period of time.

Note a soft cloth to wash the inner pot.
(Though scrubber can make the 
coating come off)

If the amount of water is adjusted
according to the type of rice it will taste
much better.

Amount of water Half-scale 

less than the measured scale

Amount of water Half-scale 
more than the measured scale

Classification

New rice

Dry rice
/Old rice

Rice storing method
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3 Wipe the water and put it in

4 Close the top cover and turn the handle to lock 

If it is hard to close the top cover due to internal pressure, tilt the pressure weight.
This will make it easy to close.

Note

The Inner pot in the main unit. 
Wipe the water on the inner pot with 
a dry cloth and put it in the main unit. 
Then connect the power plug.

▶ If you press the cook button without setting  the
Lock/Unlock handle to “Lock” the cooker will not
operate. You will hear “beep beep beep” sound
and see the pressure indicator blinking three
times and “ ”is shown in the LCD.

After setting the Lock/Unlock handle to lock,
check if the pressure weight is horizontal and
the pressure Lamp is on.

Temperature 
Sensor

●If there is any alien substance on the
temperature sensor, wipe it off before
putting the pot inside main unit.

▶ Wipe the top cover heating part well before cooking the rice.
If the top cover heating part is not cleaned well it can cause
smells and discoloration.

▶ If there is any rice or alien substance on the oven packing 
or inside the upper part of the inner pot, the steam will leak. 
This will make the rice under-cooked and crumble.
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White Rice Cooking Method

1 Press the        buttonand select the menu. 2 Press the           button.

MENU

▶ It will start to cook with the  “        ” mark
going around clockwise.

▶ When it comes near the finishing time, the
remaining time will be displayed in minutes.

Pressure White Rice：When you want to have sticky and nutritive white rice.
Non Pressure White Rice：When you want to have a little more sticky and

nutritive white rice than normal.
Mixed Rice：For cooking together with brown rice and some other kinds of grain.
Brown Rice Cooking：Brown rice and white rice appear in the ratio of

three(Brown rice)to seven(White rice)
Porridge：Cooks white rice into porridge.
Ribstew：Cooks ribe stew.
Multi-Cook：The unit cooks all kind of stew by setting cooking time.

- Basic setting time is 20 minutes.
- Available setting time is 10~90 minutes.
- Each time you press        the time increases 5 minutes.
- Each time you press        the time decreases 5 minutes.
- The stew cooking function will start if you press the pressure 

cooking button after setting the time.
Vegetable Rice：For cooking vegetable rice.
Chicken Soup：Cooks chicken soup.
Sweet Potato：Steams sweet potato using the steam plate included.
※ Please refer to the cooking guide

Turbo function for White rice

▶ Press            after choosing the white rice-
high pressure and it will switch to quick
cooking and shorten the cooking time.
(It takes about 19 minutes when you cook 
the rice with high pressure for two persons.)

▶ The preset time function is not for the white
rice turbo cooking.

▶ Use this turbo cooking function only for
cooking rice for less than 6 persons. 
(The condition of the rice will not be good for
more than 6 persons.)

▶ If you soak the rice in water for about 
20 minutes before cooking the rice and then
cook the rice in turbo cooking course, 
the rice will taste good.

▶ The menu can only be selected with all
the functions canceled. If the        button 
doesn't work press the         button
and then press the       button

▶ Every time you press the        button,
the following menu will continuously
repeated.
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3 Mix the cooked rice well, after the cooking is finished

Cooking time for each menu

After cooking chicken stew, chicken soup and rib stew etc, the smell may permeate into the unit, use the unit
after cleaning the rubber packing and lid part according to page 25. 36.

● During the cooking process, the pressure is automatically controlled with the steam
discharged through the pressure weight.

● 4-8 minutes before the cooking is completed you will hear the “beep ” sound and the steam
will be automatically discharged.
(Don't be surprised and be careful not to cause any burns.)

● When the cooking is finished the “beep” sound will go off 
5 times and switch to warm.

● When it is switched to warm, open the top cover and mix the 
cooked rice well.

● In case of a power failure during the cooking process, it will be 
delayed for the time the power is shut down. But if the power is 
shut down for a long time the condition of the rice will not be good.

● When the handle doesn't turn to “Unlock”, tilt the pressure weight 
a little to release the internal pressure and it will make you much 
easier to open it.

EERRRROORR CCOODDEE AANNDD PPOOSSSSIIBBLLEE CCAAUUSSEE

▶ When setting timer cooking longer than 13 hours. 
Set timer cooking within 13 hours (Refer to page 34, 35.)

▶ Temperature sensor problem.
(Consult the service center and dealer.)

▶ When pressing the            ,           while the locking handle is on “Unlock”. 

Turn the locking handle “Lock”.

▶ When the inner pan is not placed into the unit.

▶ It shows when you keep boling water or the unit doesn’t operate at all.
(Consult the service center and dealer.)

Menu
White Rice

Pressure Non
Pressure

Turbo Mixed
Rice

Brown
Rice

Vegetable Porridge
Chicken

Soup
Rib
soup

Sweet
Potato

Cooking
Capacity

2~10
Persons

2~8
Persons

2~6
Persons

2~8
Persons

2~8
Persons

2~8
Persons

1~2
Persons

1 
chicken

1.2kg

27~38
minutes

29~41
minutes

19~26
minutes

40~47
minutes

49~58
minutes

37~45
minutes

80~95
minutes

57
minutes

41
minutes

31
minutes

5Pcs of potato
(below 150g)

Cooking
Time
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Discoloration preventing method

Warm Mode!

▶This product the temperature and humidity compensation function so that the great taste of rice can maintained
for a long time.

▶Using Keep Warm function for more than 12hours may cause discoloration or an objectionable odor in the rice.

Temperature and humidity compensation function : This function makes the dew drops
to form on the internal side of inner pot and top cover so that the rice is supplied with an
adequate amount of water to maintain the soft and best condition.

Note

Cold rice

Warm rice

How to keep warm

1 After the cooking process is finished it is
automatically switched to warming 
function. Make sure to mix the cooked. 
Rice well as soon as the 
cooking process is 
completed with the 
rice scoop
(within 5 minutes)

2. Do not keep the scoop inside the
pot while warming the rice.

4 If the amount of rice inside the pot isn't 
that much, keep it at the 
center of the pot.

1 Do not warm the cold rice or do not mix the
cold rice with the warm.

3 Because there will always be alien
substances on the internal side of the top
cover(heating part), 
always remember 
to clean the top 
cover before using.

4 If you turn the Lock/Unlock handle to unlock
the unlock sign “      ” will be displayed.
But the rice is still in warming 
function. The warming 
efficiency is better 
when the handle is 
kept at Lock.

2. Always keep the power connected
while warming the rice.

Note 
If the voltage dip for 
more than 13 hours 
during warming function, 
it will be canceled.

3 The mixed and brown rice cannot be in
such good condition as white rice while in
warm function due to their characteristics. 
Therefore do not keep 
mixed and brown rice 
in function for long 
period of time.
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Controlling method warming temperature

Reheating Function (It reheats cooked rice like it has just been cooked.)
▶The reheating function only works while warming the rice.

● The “        ” mark rotating clockwise.
● The reheating course will be completed in 

9 minutes with the “beep” sound.

● Keep the surface flat keeps the temperature
of the rice constant and also reduces the
dryness.

● Mix the reheating rice well. If you reheat the
cooked rice several times, it will degrade the
taste of the warmed rice.

When the reheating is completed

While warming......

● When the color of the rice hasn't changed but the rice smells bad, or when the rice feels
cold. Raise the warming temperature about 1~2℃

● When the color of the rice turns yellowish and rice smells bad.
Reduce the warming temperature about 1~2℃
This can be done according to the same method but this by pressing the          button.

After pressing the

button.

Press the                 button

for 5 seconds over.

Press the                 button     

to complete the setting

1 Mix the warmed rice so
that the surface is flat. 2 Check if the Lock/Unlock

handle is set to lock and

press the            button.

(73℃) (74℃) (75℃)
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Precautions for preset cooking

● Put it in the inner pot with the measured water after wash the rice and turn the
Lock/Unlock handle to “Lock”.

● Presetting time is the time when the rice cooking is completed.

● Refer to page 27 for the time setting method.
● If the current time is not set correctly, the

presetting time also be incorrect.
● If the menu is incorrect, press the         button

and select the desired menu.

▶ For preset cooking.
● If the rice is old and very dry, the result of the cooking may not be good.
● If the rice is not well cooked increase the amount of water about half-scale.

▶ Set the presetting time to no more than 13 hours especially if the presetting time
exceeds 7 to 8 hours during the summer time, the rice can smell bad.

▶ Refer to the following table. If the time is out of the range the cooking starts as you
press the cook button.

1 Check if the current time
and the menu are
correct.

2 Press the           button.

Using range of preset time for each menu

Menu

Using range of
preset timer

White rice with high
pressure,
Sweet potato

Mixed rice, Rib stew, 
Chicken stew, Vegetable rice,
White rice with low pressure

Brown rice,
Chicken soup

Porridge

From 41 minutes to 
13 hours

From 51 minutes to 13
hours

From 61 minutes
to 13 hours

From 91 minutes
to 13 hours

● If you press the              button, 

the “ ”sign will be displayed with the

preset time.
※ The default for set time is 6:30 AM

※ If you press the             button without 

setting the Lock/Unlock handle on the top
cover to “Lock”, the “           ” sign will be
on the display and don’t operate.



● Set the presetting time with the 
and          button.

※ If the preset time is already correct, you do
not need to set time again.

Example) When you want to eat the rice at 7:30 AM.

Press the            button (“ ”sign will

be displayed) and then press the
button,  set time at 7 hours. And press
the          button, set time at 30 minutes.
It wii be 7:30 AM. 
The unit for the button is 1 hour and
the unit for the         button is 1 minute.
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● The “TIME SETTING”sign will be
displayed.

● Press the            button when you want
to cancel the preset cooking.

※ The preset time will be stored.
If you want to cook the rice to the preset
time already entered, press the           button
and then press the            button.

※ If you want to check the current time during
the preset cooking, press the          or
button for 2 seconds.

Note
▶The preset time that is displayed means

the time the cooking will be finished.
▶The preset time for the preset cooking 

can be shortened about 10 minutes
according to the amount of rice.

3 Set the presettingtime. 4 Press the            button.
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When cleaning the cooker always pull the power plug with dry hands and clean it
after the cooker is fully cooled off.

Cleaning the main body
When cleaning the top cover of the main body,
do not use benzen, thinner, detergent etc, 
▶It can cause discoloration or transformation.
▶Wipe it with a clean cloth.
▶Do not wash the main body.

Cleaning the inner pot and
inside the top cover

When cleaning the inner pot, do not use
tough scrubber, metallic scrubber, brush,
abrasive material etc.
▶The coating can come off.
▶Clean it with kitchen cleaner and sponge.

Cleaning inside the top cover
Soak the cloth in hot water and squeeze out
the water. Use this cloth to clean inside the
top cover of any 
alien substance.

Cleaning inside the main body
After taking the inner pot out, clean the
bottom surface(especially the surface
temperature sensor) of before using.
▶Incorrect temperature reading from the

sensor can lead to or malfunction or even
cause fire.

Cleaning the water collector
▶Since the water can be collected at the

water collector, clean it with a cloth 
before using.

Cleaning the valve hole in the
pressure weight

Temperature sensor
on the surface

Turn the pressure
weight counter-

clockwise to take it
out.

Cleaning Pin

Alien
Substance
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If there is a problem with your cooker, check the following details before requesting service to
your dealer Sometimes the cooker may not operate as desired if used incorrectly.

Case Check points Do the following
When the rice is
not cooked.

When the rice is
not well cooked.

Bean (other
grains) is half
cooked.

Rice is too watery
or stiff.

When the water
overflow.

When you smell
something while
warming.

“             ” sign is

appeared.

Did you use the measuring cup to
measure your rice?
Did you measure proper water? 
Did you clean the rice before
cooking?
Did you put rice in water too long
time?

Is the rice old or dry?

Is bean (other grains) is too dry?

Is it selected the menu correctly?
Did you measure proper water?
Did you open the top cover before
cooking was finished?

Did you use the measuring cup?
Did you measure proper water?
Is it selected the menu correctly?

Did you close the top cover.
Please check the power cord input
to wall socket.
Did it warm over 12 hours?
Is there any other substance such
as rice scoop or cold rice.

There is some problem on the
temperature sensor.

Refer to page 28. 29.

Insert some more water (about half
of 1 level).

Soaked or steam beans or grains
before cooking in the pressure
cooker in order to avoid partially
cooked beans or grains. Beans
should be soaked for-to-minutes or
steamed for-to-minutes prior to
cooking, depending on your taste.

Select the correct menu.
Measure the proper water.
Open the top cover after cooking
finished.

Refer to page 28.

Close the top cover perfectly.
Always be keeping the power on
while warming.
As possible as warming time is
within 12 hours.
Don’t warm rice with other
substance.

Please contact to dealer or service
center.

The button is pressed?

Is there power cut while in cooking?

Select  the          button, press 

the            button once. And check 

“ ”sign on the display.

Re-press the           button.
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Case Check points Do the following

If were any problem on the circuit,
please contact dealer or service
center.
It is normal when inserted only
water.
220V only.

Please insert inner pot.

Please turn the Lock/Unlock Handle
to "Lock".

Clean all the alien substance on the
temperature sensor of the bottom
surface.

Set the current time.
(Refer to page 27)
Check the AM, PM.
Maximum reservation time is 
13 hours. (Refer to page 34. 35)

Please put in the inner pot perfectly.

The Lock/Unlock handle to "Unlock".

Pull the pressure weight to aside
once.

Don’t open the top cover while
cooking.
If you want to open top cover while
cooking, press the          button and
exhaust the steam.
Pull the pressure weight to aside
once and exhaust the steam
perfectly.

Check the rated voltage?

Is there inner pot?

Did you turn the Lock/Unlock
Handle to "Lock".
Is pressure lamp on?

Is there any rice or any other alien
substance on the temperature
sensor on the bottom surface?

Is the current time correct?

Is it right AM or PM?
Did you set the reservation time
over 13 hours?

Did you clean it after cooking? Please clean it after cooking.

Is the inner pot correctly put in the
main body?
Is the Lock/Unlock handle on the
top cover set to “Lock”?
Is there hot thing in the inner pot?

Did you turn the Lock/Unlock
handle while cooking?

Did you turn the Lock/Unlock
handle before exhausting steam
perfectly?

Did it not finished
the cooking for a
long time with  

“           ”.

When button
cannot operate.

When 

the          ,

button are not

operate with “       ”.

When the rice is
badly sticky.

When the time
cannot be preset.

When you smell
after and before
cooking?

When the top
cover cannot be
closed.

When cannot turn
to "Unlock".
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Case Check points Do the following

Because of pressure.
Pull the pressure weight to aside
once and exhaust the steam
perfectly.

Because of automatic steam
exhausting sounds.
It’s normal. It’s not out of order.

It is normal that the "tick, tick"
sound of relay is an on and off
operation.
The moisture of the bottom of the
inner pot may cause "tick, tick"
sound.
Please wipe the moisture.
It is normal in warming

Is it the sound of cooking relay?

Did you wipe the moisture of
bottom of inner pot?

Clean the packing with duster.
Keep to be clean near the packing.

If the steam is exhausted the top
cover, please power off and contact
the service center and dealer.
Packing life cycle is 12 month,
please replace the packing per 1
year.

Is there alien substance on the
packing?

Is packing too old?

When the top
cover cannot open
although the
Lock/Unlock
handle to "Unlock".

When beep sound
occurs while
warming.

When "tick, tick"
sounds occurs
while cooking and
warming.

When the steam
exhausted
between the top
cover.

Keep pressing the           button

for 2 seconds for safety reason if
you like to cancel while cooking.

Be carefully of hot steam emission
or hot contents spattered from the
automatic steam outlet when
cancelation.

Is the inner pot hot?When the 

button does not
operated while
cooking.
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